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Jablonski diagram (simplified) • Emission light has a longer wavelength than the excitation light • Absorbed photon's energy must be tuned to fluorophore electron structure
FITC Ab Em
• Fluorescent compounds each have a spectrum of excitation wavelengths and a spectrum of emission wavelengths (or λs).
• The Stokes shift is the difference (in wavelength) between the band maxima of the absorption and emission spectra for a fluorophore
• Spectra can be influenced by the environment (e.g., water vs. EtOH, pH)
Stokes Shift
Fluorescence Spectra
Fluorescence filter terminology
The category term for dichromatic (splits light two ways) or polychromatic (splits light > 2 ways) mirrors.
Beam Splitter (BS)
Transmits a specific range of wavelengths. Designated by middle value and total range. Filters can have multiple bands. Ex: 565/40 transmits wavelengths 545nm-585nm
Band pass (BP)
Transmits wavelengths shorter than specified wavelength. Ex: 565SP transmits most visible wavelengths shorter than 565nm
Short pass (SP)
Transmits wavelengths longer than that specified wavelength. Ex: 565LP transmits most visible wavelengths longer than 565nm
Long pass (LP)
The combination of excitation filter, beam splitter and emission filter contained in a cube holder. When ordering, it refers to the cube-shaped object mounted in the microscope that holds all or some of the filter set components.
Filter cube
Excitation filter = exciter Emission filter = emitter ≈ barrier filter Filters absorb or deflect non-transmitted wavelengths Mirrors reflect non-transmitted wavelengths Band pass (BP) Transmits wavelengths shorter than specified wavelength. Ex: 565SP transmits most visible wavelengths shorter than 565nm
Short pass (SP)
Long pass (LP)
The combination of excitation filter, beam splitter and emission filter contained in a cube. When ordering, it refers to the cube-shaped object mounted in the microscope that holds all or some of the filter set components.
Filter cube
Excitation filter = exciter Emission filter = emitter ≈ barrier filter Filters absorb or deflect non-transmitted wavelengths Mirrors reflect non-transmitted wavelengths • Fluorescence Saturation -The maximum number of electrons are in the excited state such that the addition of additional excitation light will not result in any additional fluorescence.
• Quenching
Ways to make your sample glow There is definitely an art form to the science of IF.
Every combination of sample type + antibody + target structure or molecule can require adjustments, additions or subtractions to a "standard" protocol.
Every step in the protocol has caveats that can dramatically effect your sample structure or staining efficiency (or not 
Immunofluorescence
Common term for fluorescence immunohistochemistry, but also includes use of fluorescent dyes for structure detection. Often referred to as IF.
There is definitely an art form to the science of IF.
Every step in the protocol has caveats that can dramatically effect your sample structure or staining efficiency (or not). And there are often many steps.
